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Keeping life in motion
for people with
Parkinson’s disease.

Your doctor has referred you for
a Personal KinetiGraph® (PKG)
The PKG Watch is a wrist worn device that records your
Parkinson’s symptoms and reminds you when to take your
Parkinson’s disease medication as prescribed by your doctor.
This recording is done at home over 6–10 days while you
go about your day-to-day activities.
The information collected by the PKG Watch can tell your doctor
more about your movement during the day, including if you are
moving a bit slowly or having difficulty in performing movements.
The PKG can help your doctor assess the current state of your
Parkinson’s disease and assist them in making a decision about
the right type and amount of medication for you at the right time.
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the PKG Watch at instructions they
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Your PKG Road Map
Your Watch
Arrives

Your PKG journey is simple and easy to navigate.
Follow your doctors instructions and make sure
to wear the PKG Watch as soon as it arrives.
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Order Placed

Your clinician has ordered
you a PKG Watch.

A representative will call to
confirm your medications.
Make sure to answer
the phone!
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Prepare

Watch the video on
“How to Wear the
PKG Watch,” go to,
www.bit.ly/thepkg

Wear your PKG Watch
immediately for the next
7 days. Your provider is
waiting on your data

Your Data

Return
Your Watch

Global Kinetics
specialists are
analysing your data!

The process is almost
complete! After the 7th day,
use the prepaid satchel
and drop in any mailbox.

Congratulations!
You have reached
your destination!
Your clinic receives
your PKG report.

FAQ’s
What is Objective Measurement?

Your clinician uses many tools to help you manage your Parkinson’s
symptoms. Objective measurement, using the PKG, quantifies your
movement symptoms over the course of a week while you live your life.
This information is especially useful as it relates to your current medications
which is why we confirm with you and provide medication reminders on
your PKG Watch.

How will my doctor use my PKG data?

Your PKG shows your doctor how your movement changes though the
course of the week and your movement symptoms response to your
medications. Along with a detailed clinical assessment and conversation
with you, your doctor may chose to make adjustments to your medications,
maintain your current treatment, or suggest alternative therapies. Your PKG
is not a substitute for expert clinical care.

How common is PKG for Parkinson’s?

While PKG may be new to you, over 50,000 PKGs have been
performed to date, in the United States, Europe and Australia.

Can my PKG Watch get wet?

Get more information about your
symptoms to optimise your
Parkinson’s treatment.

Your PKG watch is designed to be water resistant. You can wear it in
the shower, but remove it before activities like swimming or bathing.

What do I do if I have questions?

Your clinic is the best place to call if you have any questions related
to your medical care. If you have questions related to your PKG Watch,
please visit our website, email or call. We’re here for you!

Contact PKG Patient Support with questions.
Email: supporteu@globalkineticscorp.com
Phone: UK 0800 020 9707 or outside UK +44 800 020 9707

